An active nanostencil, consisting of a thin (200 nm) silicon nitride membrane with attached polysilicon microactuators that can be used to dynamically open and/or close holes in the silicon nitride membrane, is presented. This nanostencil can be used as a shadow mask in an evaporation setup. Main features of the nanostencil are the absence of sacrificial oxide in the final product, strengthening of the membrane by a polysilicon hexagonal structure that is attached directly to the membrane and the use of low-doped regions in the polysilicon to separate the stator and rotor electrically.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main advantages of evaporating through a shadow mask is the fact that the surface of the sample stays clean. Therefore also vulnerable samples that would not survive the lithography process can be patterned. During evaporation through a nanostencil, pattems can be made by moving the sample with regard to the stencil. By changing the speed of the sample, the thickness of the deposited wires can be varied locally. In this way pattems with interesting quantum properties (like electron localization) can be made. The successful evaporation of gold dots through a nanostencil has heeu demonstrated [ I -41. With the addition of moveable shutters which open, close, or change the shape or size of openings in the nanostencil many new possibilities occur, depending on the shapes of the actuators and the openings in the nanostencil. The fabrication of Single Electron Transistors and other quantum devices will be greatly facilitated when shutters are incorporated on the nanostencil. We call such a nanostencil an 'active nanostencil', as opposed to a 'passive nanostencil', which doesn't contain moveable structures. In this paper the design, fabrication and characterization of an active nanostencil is presented.
DESIGN OF THE NANOSTENClL
The active nanostencil consists of a thin membrane containing openings, on which the shutter structures are fabricated using micromacbining techniques. To achieve a high resolution during evaporation the sample has to be very close to the nanostencil (a distance in the order of 100 NU is preferred). Because the shutters have to he several micrometers thick in order to have enough stiffne'ss in the z-direction the sample has to approach the membrane below (the side where the silicon is) as shown in figure I (the stencil is mounted upside-down in the evaporator). However, this calls for rather large membranes in order to allow for reasonably sized, and thus easy to manipulate samples. As can be seen' in figure 1 , the materials that are evaporated are also deposited on the actuators. 
The membrane
Membrane sizes of 4x4 mmz on which functional structures were attached directly were fabricated. The membrane .thickness was chosen to be only 100-200 nm. The openings, in a thicker membrane will clog faster during evaporation, but a thinner membrane will be more fragile. Etching holes in a thicker membrane using a Focussed Ion Beam etcher (FIB) is difficult because SiN is a non-conducting material and not very suitable for FIB etching.
The supporting structure
The thin membrane is very vulnerable for process-and handling-induced stress. Therefore a supporting structure was made on top of the membrane. This prevents the membrane fiom deforming and/or breking under heavy load. The support consists of a hexagonal pattern made in polysilicon, to which the microactuators are connected. The three most -important purposes for which the supporting structure is used are: 0 give support to the membrane provide electrical connections to the actuators provide physical connections for theactuators.
The material that is hest suited for these purposes is polysilicon [73. This material is easily applicable, has the right physical properties .and, when doped with boron, conducts electricity well enough to provide electrical connections to the actuators. It also can be made reasonably stress-free, which is important for the fabrication of flat membranes. For the supporting structure a hexagonal framework with side beams of 170 pm in length and 50 pm in width was chosen. This shape is relatively stiff, can be used to apply a voltage to all actuators and has large enough openings to contain the actuators. The supporting polysilicon The actuators are made io polysilicon and directly integrated in the design of the supporting structure (figure 2). They are made free-standing using a sacrificial oxide layer that is positioned beneath the actuators hut not beneath the supporting structure (see section 4) . To demonstrate the applicability and functionality of our approach a design of a simple electrostatic comb-drive structure, fitting into a hexagonal unit-cell, has been implemented. An actuator-spring .construction with the following properties is needed:
The construction has to fit into one hexagonal unit cell of the panem (length of one side 170
The movement of the actuator should he at least 1 pm. The actuator should not he anchored on the underlying membrane to prevent bending of the membrane The required voltage should preferably he low to he able to use it practically in an UHV setup The actuator must he able to stand accelerations in the x-y-z directions due to normal handling without getting damaged or out of order. The stifhess in y and z directions has to be sufficient in order to withstand the extra stress caused by the evaporation of material on the actuator. pm).
The structure is anchored to the hexagonal framework on two points that are electrically isolated fiom each other. The dimensions of the actuatorlspring design are the result of an optimisation of the actuators for the available surface area. The vertical stiffness of the structure is high due to the thickness of the polysilicon layer ( 5 pm), thus minimising the chance of the actuator getting into contact with the membrane. The displacement of the comb-fingers as a function of the comb-drive parameters and the spring-stiffness k, is given by:
with nc the number of finger pairs, in this case 29, d the distance between the fingers of the comb, h the height of the comb-fingers and the permittivity of vacuum.
To make optimal use of the area in a cell a double spring is folded 14 times to get a stiffness k, of:
with L the length of a single spring, h the thickness of the spring, w the width of the spring and Esi the Youngs modulus of polysilicon. Using 2 pm wide polysilicon beams and 2 pm wide gaps the micro-actuator is , designed to have a displacement of 1.6 pm at a voltage of 20 Volt. Figure 4 shows the final design of the hexagonal support structure containing the comb drive actuator.
Local doping
To connect the actuator to the necessary electrical potentials to operate it the supporting structure is doped with boron. Initially an undoped polysilicon support layer is deposited. The layer is doped afterwards with boron by diffusion. To separate the rotor from the stator and thus prevent short-circuiting an Si02 mask is used during boron doping to locally prevent difision of boron into the polysilicon. Electrical isolation between the individual contacts is obtained by the relatively low conduction of the nndoped polysilicon. The results showed that a distance of 30 pm between two regions that were unmasked during doping is suffcient to create a harrier with a high enough electrical resistance to effectively isolate two individual electrical areas (approx.' 700 kR, see figure 3 ). Using
TRANSDUCERS '03
The In a later experiment conducted in Cambridge the actuators were placed in vacuum. The pressure during the measurements was 3x10" mbar. The movement of the actuators was measured by a diode laser beam with a spot size of ahout 30 pm, which was focused on parts of the comb-drive and the spring. The reflected light was measured with a photo diode (a set-up comparable to the optical read-out of cantilever beams in AFM). resulting in a decreased height of the evaporated dot. If the actuator doesn't move the evaporated dot will have the same height everywhere. For this experiment the mobility of the evaporated material on the sample surface will have to he considered; a material that diffuses far over the surface will yield inconclusive results. After FIB the carbon was removed by etching for 10 min in an oxygen plasma etcher. Although the yield was low (less than 10 %), some actuators could he moved afterwards. CONCLUSIONS A fabrication process to realize functional structures above thin SiN membranes has been proposed and successfully demonstrated. Poly-silicon structures were fabricated by sacrificial layer etching on top of a SiN membrane. Stress in the final structures was minimized by complete removal of the sacrificial Si02 and by anchoring the poly-silicon structures directly to the SiN membranes. Using local doping the poly-silicon layers were used for mechanical strengthening, electrical conduction and micro actuation at the same time. As an example of the, potential of the technology patterns of hexagonal structures with embedded electrostatic combdrive structures were designed, fabricated and tested. Future work will comprise of the demonstration of the functionality of this enhanced nanostencil technology by deposition experiments.
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